The minimum tour duration problem (MTDP) is the variant of the traveling salesman problem with time windows, which consists of finding a time window-feasible Hamiltonian path minimizing the tour duration. We present a new effective dynamic programming (DP)-based approach for the MTDP. When solving the traveling salesman problem with time windows with DP, two independent resources are propagated along partial paths, one for costs and one for earliest arrival times. For dealing with tour duration minimization, we provide a new DP formulation with three resources for which effective dominance and bounding procedures are applicable. This is a non-trivial task because in the MTDP at least two resources depend on each other in a non-additive and non-linear way. In particular, we define consistent resource extension functions (REF) so that dominance is straightforward using componentwise comparison for the respective resource vectors. Moreover, one of the main advantages of the new REF definition is that the DP can be reversed consistently such that the forward DP or any of its relaxations provides bounds for the backward DP, and vice versa. Computational test confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a variant of the traveling salesman problem with time windows (TSPTW), in which the objective is the minimization of the tour duration. There is no consistent naming of this problem in the literature. We will use the name minimum tour duration problem (MTDP) in the following and start with its definition. Let G = (V, A) be a digraph with node set V and arc set A. Two distinguished nodes are given, the start node o ∈ V and the destination node d ∈ V . A Hamiltonian o-d-path is a simple path which start at o, ends at d, and visits all nodes exactly once. A travel time t ij > 0 is associated with each arc (i, j) ∈ A and a time window [a i , b i ] with each node i ∈ V . For any path P = (i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p ), a sequence T = (T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T p ) of numbers is called a schedule. A schedule with T k ∈ [a i k , b i k ] for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p} and T k−1 + t i k−1 ,t k ≤ T k for all k ∈ {1, . . . , p} is called feasible. A TSPTW tour is a Hamiltonian o-d-path P for which a feasible schedule exists. We say that T k is the time when service starts at node i k . Note that we do not explicitly consider service times because they can be included in the travel times t ij . The MTDP is the problem of finding a TSPTW tour P with a feasible schedule T = (T o , . . . ,
In contrast, the objective in the TSPTW is minimizing the arc-traversal costs for given arc costs c ij for (i, j) ∈ A. There exists a third problem related to minimizing the completion time T d . We call this problem minimum completion time problem (MCTP). It is the special case of the MTDP, in which the starting time T o is fixed. TSPTW, MTDP, and MCTP only differ in their objectives, and these objectives are generally conflicting (Vidal et al., 2011) . Savelsbergh (1992) pointed out that it is important to be able to handle them.
The contribution of the paper at hand is to present a new effective dynamic-programming (DP) algorithm for the MTDP. It generalizes the approach presented by Baldacci et al. (2011b) , who solve the TSPTW with a DP-based algorithm. Their algorithm solves all but one instance of the known benchmark sets for the TSPTW and outperforms all exact methods published in the literature so far. When solving the TSPTW, two independent resources are propagated along partial paths, one for costs and one for earliest arrival times. For dealing with tour duration minimization, there exist several possibilities to define and propagate resources. However, all these alternatives use at least three resources. We will follow ideas presented in (Irnich, 2008) in order to apply effective dominance and bounding procedures. This is a non-trivial task because in the MTDP at least two resources depend on each other in a non-additive and non-linear way. In particular, we define consistent resource extension functions (REFs, see Desaulniers et al., 1998) so that dominance is straightforward using componentwise ≤ for the respective resource vectors. Moreover, one of the main advantages of the new REF definition is that the DP can be reversed consistently such that the forward DP or any of its relaxations provides bounds for the backward DP, and vice versa.
Using relaxations to obtain lower bounds is common practice in routing problems, e.g., using a statespace relaxation (Christofides et al., 1981) . We present two new relaxations for the MTDP with only one and two resource, respectively, which are attractive due to their low computational complexity. These and other relaxations can be combined with the ng-tour and ngL-tour relaxation (Baldacci et al., 2011a,b) .
To compute tight lower bounds, we use two methods: First, we adapt a penalty method first suggested by Christofides et al. (1981) . Second, we generate the neighborhoods for the ng-tour and ngL-tour relaxations dynamically. This technique has been successfully applied for solving different routing problems (Roberti and Mingozzi, 2013; Bode and Irnich, 2013) . To the best of our knowledge, we present the first exact algorithm for the MTDP. We provide computational results with optimal solutions for many known benchmark instances, which were originally provided for the TSPTW. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly surveys exact solution algorithms to the TSPTW, MTDP, and MCTP. In Section 3, we present our new DP formulation for the MTDP. The computation of upper bounds with the help of a heuristic is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses relaxations, namely the adapted ng-tour and ngL-tour relaxations and two new relaxations with one and two resources, respectively. Moreover, a relaxation-based bounding procedure is presented. In order to further improve the lower bounds, we apply a penalty method in Section 6. Section 7 reports the computational results. Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.
Literature Review
The TSPTW and MCTP are often discussed problems in the literature, but only little attention was dedicated to the MTDP. Christofides et al. (1981) proposed a method for solving the MCTP based on state-space relaxation. They reported solutions of instances with up to 50 nodes. Baker (1983) proposed a branch-and-bound method for the MCTP producing exact solutions for instances with up to 50 nodes. Langevin et al. (1993) introduced a two-commodity flow formulation for the MCTP and TSPTW and developed a branch-and-bound algorithm that is able to solve instances with up to 60 nodes. Their model can easily be adapted to the MTDP.
Several DP approaches were proposed for the TSPTW: Dumas et al. (1995) presented a DP algorithm and advanced preprocessing procedures to reduce the number of states and state transitions. They computed solutions of instances with up to 200 nodes, but relatively tight time windows. The DP algorithm of Mingozzi et al. (1997) is based on another state-space relaxation. They solved the TSPTW with precedences for instances with up to 120 nodes. Li (2009) solved the TSPTW with a bi-directional resource-bounded label correcting algorithm. This algorithm is able to solve instances with up to 233 nodes. Recently, Baldacci et al. (2011b) presented the ng-tour and ngL-tour relaxations for the TSPTW to compute tight lower bounds. To improve the lower bounds they solve the dual of a problem that seeks a minimum-weight convex combination of non-necessarily elementary tours with a dual-ascent heuristic. Their computational results are impressive: All but one instances from several TSPTW benchmark sets are solved to proven optimality. 2 Balas and Simonetti (2001) presented a DP model and algorithm for a special case of the TSPTW and the MCTP, which can also be applied as a heuristic for the general case. Ascheuer et al. (2001) were the first to develop branch-and-cut algorithms for the TSPTW. They implemented three alternative integer programming formulations of the TSPTW and solved instances with up to 233 nodes. Dash et al. (2012) presented an extended formulation of the TSPTW based on partitioning the time windows into buckets. The LP-relaxation of their formulation provides strong lower bounds, which they exploited in a branch-and-cut algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, (Savelsbergh, 1992) is the first paper dealing with the MTDP. Savelsbergh described edge-exchange improvement methods for the MTDP and the VRPTW with the objective of minimizing the route duration. The only recent papers dealing with the MTDP are an ant-colony approach by Favaretto et al. (2006) and a new two-commodity flow formulation by Kara et al. (2013) . Favaretto et al. (2006) call the problem temporal TSPTW and present computational results for the MTDP on benchmark instances originally proposed for the TSPTW. Kara et al. (2013) solved their model with the MIP solver CPLEX to optimality for instances with up to 40 nodes.
The problem of minimizing the tour duration also occurs as a subproblem in truck driver scheduling and routing when the driving time is limited, e.g., by hours-of-service regulations as studied by Goel (2009) . He presented an exact method for scheduling driving periods, breaks, rest periods and handling activities for a given tour based on a labeling algorithm. Among others, Goel and Vidal (2013) studied similar problems for regulations of different countries. They presented an algorithm that combines populationbased metaheuristics with a local search that uses forward labeling procedures for checking compliance with complex hours of service regulations. Prescott-Gagnon et al. (2010) solve a vehicle-routing problem with time windows and European driver rules. They used a column-generation approach, which utilizes a tabu search to heuristically solve the subproblem. To check the route feasibility they model all feasibility rules as resource constraints and develop a label-setting algorithm to perform this check.
Dynamic-Programming Formulations
In this section, we present an exact DP formulation for the MTDP. First, we will introduce the REFs for the forward propagation and the corresponding DP recursion. Second, we will present propagation rules that limit the number of possible extensions and fathoming rules that eliminate labels which cannot lead to a feasible or optimal solution. Last, we define consistent REFs for the backward propagation and show how paths of the forward and the backward formulation can be concatenated. Consistency refers at least to the following five aspects:
1. Using the same set of resources, the MTDP can either be solved using forward or backward propagation.
Both resulting DP algorithms have identical worst-case complexity.
2. Let P = (o, . . . , i) be a path resulting from forward propagation, and let P bw = (i, . . . , d) be a path resulting from backward propagation. Moreover, let L = L(P ) and L bw = L bw (P bw ) be the corresponding labels that result from forward and backward propagation, respectively. Then, the concatenation P ⊕ P bw is feasible w.r.t. resource consumption if and only if L ≤ L bw holds.
3. If P ⊕ P bw is feasible w.r.t. resource consumption, the labels allow the computation of the minimum tour duration in constant time.
4. The above label comparison enables the bidirectional solution of the MTDP by combined forward and backward propagation.
5. If an upper bound on the MTDP is known, the above label comparison also enables the use of bounding techniques: A backward label provides a valid bound for the forward label, and vice versa. Moreover, any label resulting from a relaxation may be used for bounding instead of a label produced with the exact DP.
Forward Dynamic-Programming Formulation
A forward path P = (o, . . . , i) defines a forward label (k, i, S, T ), where T = (T time , T dur , T help ) with the following semantics:
• i ∈ V is the last visited node in P
• S ⊆ V is the set of all nodes visited by the path
• k is the path length, i.e., k = |P | = |S| − 1
• T time is the earliest feasible time, at which the last node i can be visited in the path
• T dur is the minimum tour duration of the path starting at node o, visiting the set S ⊂ V and ending at node i so that every node is visited within its time window
• T help is the negative of the latest possible departure time at node o so that the time window constraints of every node in the path are satisfied and the tour duration is T dur While k, i, and S are standard attributes that can describe any partial path, the resource vector T = (T time , T dur , T help ) consists of the three actual resources that are specific for the MTDP. Similar to the description in (Irnich, 2008) , we will now define resource windows, the initial label for the path P = (o), and REFs for forward propagation.
The resource windows are defined for all nodes i ∈ V as:
, where U B is any bound on the MTDP (tour duration) (1b)
The earliest possible time a Hamiltonian o-d-path can start is a o and the latest is b o . Therefore, the initial forward label for
Forward propagation of a label (k, i, S, T i ) along an arc (i, j) ∈ A, i.e., towards node j produces the new label (k + 1, j, S ∪ {j}, T j ). Herein, T j results from the following REFs:
Note that the third resource T help has been defined to be negative so that a non-decreasing REF results. Desaulniers et al. (1998) were among the first who explicitly stressed the high importance of non-decreasing REFs, i.e., functions where S ≤ T implies f (S) ≤ f (T ). If resources are propagated with non-decreasing REFs, standard dominance with componentwise ≤-comparison is valid.
The resources T The (minimum) tour duration of the path P 1 = (o, 1) coincides with the sum of travel times because waiting can be avoided by starting at any time between 1 and 4. The latest possible departure time is limited due to b 1 . The path P 2 = (o, 1, 2) limits the latest possible departure time in the same manner as the path P 1 . The tour duration of the path P 3 = (o, 1, 2, 3) consists of six units of travel time and two units of waiting time. The waiting time cannot be avoided because starting later than at time T o = 3 violates the due date b 2 and the earliest time to arrive at node 3 is a 3 = 11. Next, the path P 4 = (o, 1, 2, 3, 4) has the tour duration twelve, which comprises the sum of travel times and two units of waiting time at node 3 before a 3 . The latest possible departure time of this path is three, which is limited due to b 2 .
Before we start the actual DP algorithm, we modify the instance to obtain an equivalent one with fewer arcs, tighter time windows, and a set of precedences. This kind of preprocessing was originally suggested by . We iterative compute and update two types of values. EAT (i, j) is the earliest feasible arrival time at node j when coming from node i, and LDT (i, j) is the latest feasible departure time from node i when going to node j. Furthermore, the time window constraints impose a partial ordering of the nodes, which we use to identify node precedences: For all j ∈ V the set π(j) is the set of all nodes i ∈ V that must precede j. The precedences π(j), time windows [a i , b i ], times EAT (i, j) and LDT (i, j), and the (reduced) arc set A mutually affect each other (see for details). Therefore, the computation should be iterated until no more modifications are made. Note that preprocessing generally reduces the possible extensions of labels, that preprocessed instances are sometimes significantly smaller, and have stronger relaxations so that they are in the end easier to solve.
The forward DP is described in Algorithm 1. Herein, all labels are grouped according to the length k of the corresponding path, and L k denotes this set. In the following, we comment on the components of Algorithm 1: The forward propagation (Step 4) always creates feasible partial paths. In particular, only arcs (i, j) ∈ A from the preprocessed instance are allowed, the partial path must be elementary (ensured by j / ∈ S), and must respect all precedences (π(j) ⊆ S). In the feasibility check (Step 6), we first compare
) against the upper bounds (b j , U B, −a o ) given by (1). Moreover, there might not exist an extension to a feasible TSPTW tour due to resource consumption. We apply the following rule: > LDT (i, j). Hence, such a label can be discarded.
Bounding procedures try to identify those labels, for which any extension to a feasible TSPTW tour will only create a non-optimal tour. In case of the MTDP, non-optimality refers to the tour duration measured with the help of the resource T dur i
. It is obvious that a label (k, i, S, T i ) cannot lead to an optimal solution if the earliest service time a d at the destination node d minus the label's latest possible departure time at o without unnecessary waiting, i.e., −T help i is greater than an upper bound. In the following we assume that an upper bound U B on MTDP is known.
Step 8 A dominance algorithm eliminates those labels whose final extension to the destination node d produce longer tour durations compared to extensions of another label. The dominance algorithm (Step 10) applies the following rule:
and L = (k, i, S, T i ) be two labels with identical path length k, set S and last node i. Let P = P (L) and P = P (L ) be the respective paths. If T i ≤ T i (component-bycomponent), any feasible extension of P towards d is also a feasible extension of P with non-smaller tour duration. Hence, L can be discarded.
The validity of this dominance rule is a direct consequence of the fact that the REFs are non-decreasing (see Desaulniers et al., 1998; Irnich and Desaulniers, 2005) .
Backward Dynamic-Programming Formulation
We now define consistent backward resource extensions that allow the reversal of the DP approach so that a backward DP results. Moreover, the backward DP or any of its relaxations provides bounds for the forward DP. Irnich (2008) presented a general framework applicable to classical REFs of the form f ij (T i ) = max{a ij , T i + t ij } and REFs of the form f ij (T i , T i ) = (max{a ij , T i + t ij , T i + u ij }, max{a ij , T i + t ij , T i + u ij }) (the latter is called REFs with pairwise max-term). Herein, it is assumed that the extension along the arc (i, j) ∈ A is feasible if f ij (T ) and f ij (T, T ) does not exceed b ij and (b ij , b ij ), respectively. Then, the inverse REFs for REFs with pairwise max-term are f (Irnich, 2008) ).
For the MTDP, a backward path (i, .., d) defines a backward label (k, i, S, T bw i ). Herein, k is the length of the path, i the first visited node (i.e., the last node when propagating backward), S the set of all visited nodes, and a resource vector T = (T that satisfies the time window constraints of every node in the path. We define the initial state
When we propagate a state (k, i, S, T ) backward from node j to node i, i.e., in reverse direction along an arc (i, j) ∈ A, we add i to S and use the following REFs to update the resource vector T j :
The resource windows are defined as before by equations (1). In general, any backward label T dur i at the start node i disregards the upper bound b i of the time window at that node. However, the true resulting tour duration can be computed as max{U B−T
Example 2. We consider the same example and path P = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) with time windows [a j , b j ] as in Example 1. As before the time windows and travel times t j,j+1 are given in the first three columns of the following table. The forward resources are denoted by S and backward resources by T so that we can distinguish between the two.
Note that the computed values are correct for any upper bound U B ≥ 12 on the tour duration. We discuss the backward labels now: First, the initial backward resource vector (T ) in the last three columns. They are computed using forward partial paths as shown in Example 1. At any intermediate node j of the path (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), the forward label S j for the forward path (0, . . . , j) and the backward label T j for the backward path (j, . . . , 4) fulfill S j ≤ T j . In this sense, the definition of forward and backward REFs are consistent.
Next, we present the fathoming rules for the backward DP. This rules are counterparts of Rules 1-3 for the forward DP. The proofs are straightforward. For the sake of completeness the entire backward dynamic labeling algorithm is given in the Appendix in Section A.1.
Rule BW 1. (Feasibility) A backward label (k, j, S, T j ) cannot lead to a feasible solution if there exists a node i ∈ V \ S with T time j < EAT (i, j). Hence, such a label can be discarded.
Hence, it can be discarded.
and L = (k, j, S, T j ) be two backward labels with identical path length k, set S and first node j. Let P = P (L) and P = P (L ) be the respective backward paths. If T i ≥ T i (component-by-component), any feasible extension of P towards o is also a feasible extension of P with non-smaller tour tour duration. Hence, L can be discarded.
Bidirectional Dynamic Programming
As mentioned before, a bidirectional labeling approach uses forward and backward labels together and herewith allows the computation of Hamiltonian paths as concatenations of forward and backward paths. With the above definitions of REFs and labels, feasibility testing and the computation of the objective is straightforward. The corresponding statements are summarized in the following proposition.Proposition 1. Let a feasible forward path P f w = (o, . . . , i) with forward label (k, i, S, T i ) and a feasible backward path P bw = (i, . . . , d) with backward label (k , i, S , T i ) be given. Then:
(i) The concatenation path P = P f w ⊕ P bw is a feasible Hamiltonian o-d path if and only if k + k = |V |, S ∩ S = {i}, and T ≤ T holds.
(ii) The tour duration of P = P f w ⊕ P bw is given by z = max{T
Note that if the tour duration is defined by the term
of the maximum, there occurs waiting time on the path when going forward from node i to i + 1. The amount of waiting time (when going from node i to i + 1) is defined by the difference of the right and left term of the maximum. In the Example 2, the concatenation of the corresponding forward and backward labels is always feasible and the minimum tour duration is always 12. The time window bounds b 2 and a 3 and the travel time t 23 imply that there must be waiting when going from node 2 to node 3. Hence, the tour duration at node 2 is defined by the right term of the maximum. There exist several possible strategies to conduct bidirectional labeling, e.g., discussed by Righini and Salani (2006) and Li (2009) .
Upper Bounds
For the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP), Balas (1999) proposed and analyzed a family of large-scale neighborhoods. Although, the number of neighbor solutions is exponential (in the length of the tour), the neighborhoods can be searched efficiently by means of very large-scale neighborhood search (VLSNS). In VLSNS, which is a variant of local search, a best neighbor solution is found by solving another optimization problem that can be solved in (pseudo-)polynomial time. We briefly summarize the VLSNS for the so-called Balas-Simonetti neighborhood of the ATSP, before we point out its use in the TSPTW context originally discussed in (Balas and Simonetti, 2001) .
Given an ATSP Hamiltonian path x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) the neighborhood N k BS (x), for a given parameter k ≥ 2, consists of all tours x = (x π(1) , . . . , x π(n) ), where π is a permutation of {1, . . . , n} that fulfills the following conditions: For any two indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with i + k ≤ j, the inequality π(i) ≤ π(j) holds. It means that if a node x i precedes a node x j by at least k positions, then x i must also precede x j in the neighbor solution. Moreover, the nodes x 1 and x n are typically kept fixed at positions 1 and n, respectively.
A best neighbor solution x ∈ N k BS (x) can be determined by solving a shortest-path problem in an auxiliary graph G * k . Figure 1 shows an example of G * k for k = 3 and a tour x = (x 1 , . . . , x 7 ). The auxiliary
graph G * k is well-structured and consists of n identical stages for a path x of length n − 1. The (k + 1)2
states at stage i are denoted by V i , and k(k + 1)2 k−2 arcs connect the states of consecutive stages V i and V i+1 . Stage 1 contains the start state o, and stage n the sink state d. Every o-d-path in G * k represents a neighbor solution x , and vice versa. This property results from the fact that each state s refers to a 8 (restricted) permutation of the nodes around position i. In particular, for a given tour x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) the state s in stage i determines the permuted node x i = x i+α(s) at position i in the neighbor tour x , where α(s) is an integer number associated with state s.
] are all identical, only one such copy needs to be constructed beforehand, and only once. Herewith, the auxiliary graph G * k is represented implicitly. Every neighborhood search is then a shortest-path computation on this acyclic digraph G * k requiring O (n · k 2 2 k ) time and space. Nevertheless, the construction of the subgraphs G *
] is non-trivial, i.e., the rules that determine the arc set and the values α(s) for states s ∈ V i ; details can be found in the papers (Balas and Simonetti, 2001; Simonetti and Balas, 1996) .
The neighboring tour associated with the path depicted in bold in Figure 1 is
Those states s that refer to positions i + α(s) < 1 or i + α(s) > n = 7 are states that cannot be reached by any o-d-path; unreachable states are drawn with dotted lines in Figure 1 . In order to ensure that any o-d-path in G * k has a cost identical to the cost of the implied neighbor solution x , one has to label arc (s, s ) ∈ V i × V i+1 with cost c x i+α(s) ,x i+1+α(s ) . For instance, the first bold arc in Figure 1 is labelled with cost c x1+0,x2+2 = c x1,x4 , the second has cost c x2+2,x3−1 = c x4,x2 etc.
The auxiliary graph G * k can now be used to improve a given MTDP solution x by solving a shortestpath problem with resource constraints (SPPRC, Irnich and Desaulniers, 2005) (2) and check the resource consumption at node x i+1+α(s ) using the resource bounds (1). Note that it is not necessary to keep track of the last node, the stage, and visited nodes (in the DP recorded by i, k and S) because the auxiliary network G * k ensures by construction that o-d paths are elementary whenever the input tour x was elementary. If an improving MTDP tour is found, x is replaced by the new tour and the process is iterated. This is a local search procedure using the neighborhood N k BS (x). One can start the local search even with an elementary tour that is not resource feasible. If its neighborhood contains at least one resource feasible tour, the search can be continued.
Relaxations
We now describe DP relaxations for the MTDP, which can be used to compute lower bounds for the exact DP. We classify the relaxations into two groups: The first group relaxes elementary and the second relaxes resource feasibility. All presented relaxations can be used in the forward and backward DP in the same manner as in the exact DPs. Furthermore, a relaxed backward DP provides bounds (leading to another bounding procedure to be used in Step 8 of Algorithm 1) for the forward DP, and vice versa.
Relaxing Elementary
The ng-tour relaxations were first introduced by Baldacci et al. (2011a) for the VRP, and the ngL-tour relaxations were presented for the TSPTW by Baldacci et al. (2011b) . Both are families of relaxations (parameterized) and allow some non-elementary tours. For the MTDP, an ng-tour requires the existence of a feasible schedule. We adapt the ng-tour relaxation for computing a least-duration ng-tour from o to d of length n + 1. Clearly, if the computed tour is elementary it constitutes an optimal solution to the MTDP.
A specific ng-tour relaxation requires the definition of sets N i ⊆ V with i ∈ N i , one for each node i ∈ V . A forward ng-path P = (o, ..., i) is a non-necessary elementary path starting at node o and ending at node i and all nodes are visited within their time window. P defines a forward ng-label (k, i, S ng , T i ), where k is the path length and S ng is a (generally proper) subset of the visited nodes. The vector T contains the same resources as in the exact formulation, and the same resource windows and REFs for the resources are used as in the exact DP. The key point of this relaxations is the update of the set S ng , which differs from the set S in the exact formulation: Forward propagation of a label (i, k, S ng , T i ) along an arc (i, j) ∈ A, i.e., towards node j, produces the new label (j, k + 1, S ng , T j ), where
The interpretation is that the new label forgets the visited nodes that are not in the set N j so that cycles become possible. For the sake of simplicity, we skip the index ng and write S instead of S ng in the following. 9
The propagation criteria and fathoming rules need to be altered also: The label (k, i, S, T ) can be propagated to a node j, if the arc (i, j) exists, j / ∈ S, T time i
< LDT (i, j), and k > |π(j)|. The first two criteria are identical to the exact DP. The third criterion replaces the feasibility Rule 1, which is generally invalid for ng-tours. The fourth stipulates that at least |π(j)| nodes must precede the node j. Note that we cannot require π(j) ⊆ S (as in the exact case) because in the ng-tour relaxation all nodes π(j) may have been visited already even if π(j) ⊆ S.
Next, we consider the fathoming rules for eliminating labels: An ng-label dominates another ng-label if it consumes less resources and it has more options to be propagated. For the MTDP, it means:
and L = (k, i, S , T ) two ng-labels with identical path length k, S ⊆ S and the identical last node i. Let P = P (L) and P = P (L ) be the respective paths. If T i ≤ T i (component-by-component), any feasible extension of P towards d is also a feasible extension of P with non-smaller tour duration. Hence, L can be discarded.
Note that Rule 2 for bounding remains applicable as in the exact DP. However, additional bounding possibilities arise when a weaker relaxation provides bounds for the relaxation under consideration. Related aspects are discussed in Section 5.4.
The ngL-tour relaxation is a restriction of the ng-tour relaxation. In addition to the requirements for ng-tours, it guarantees that a specific subset of nodes is visited once and only once in a given order. Such a sequence of nodes results from the preprocessing phase, e.g., by the determination of a chain of precedences (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v p ) with maximum length p. Moreover, we also determine those nodes V i ⊂ V , which can be visited between each two consecutive nodes v and v +1 of the chain. Step 4 in Algorithm 1 then loops over all j ∈ V , j / ∈ S if the partial path defining the label (k, i, S, T i ) has already visited the node v , but not the node v +1 . For a more detailed description, we refer to (Baldacci et al., 2011a) .
The quality of the lower bound computed by the ng-tour and ngL-tour relaxations strongly depends on the choice of the sets N i . Clearly, larger neighborhoods produce tighter lower bounds, but they also increase the computation time of the relaxed DP. Therefore, we limit the number of neighbors of a node by a constant ∆. We use two methods to determine promising neighborhoods: The first method simply fills the neighborhood N i of node i with the ∆-nearest nodes which are reachable from i and from which i is reachable. The second method is based on a dynamical augmentation of the ng or ngL neighborhoods, which was applied for the capacitated arc-routing problem by Bode and Irnich (2013) and for the delivery man problem by Roberti and Mingozzi (2013) . We start with a small or empty neighborhood (N i ) i∈V and solve the corresponding relaxed DP. If a node i is visited more than once in the optimal ng-tour computed, we add this node to the neighborhood of all nodes, which occurs in the cycle(s) containing node i. We formalize this procedure in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Dynamic Augmentation of ng Neighborhoods
Solve the relaxed DP with neighborhoods (N i ) i∈V ; let P be the resulting ng-tour 4 Detect all cycles C j for nodes j ∈ V visited more than once in P
Select a vertex disjoint subset of C ⊆ C of cycles 7 for (j, C j ) ∈ C and ∈ C j do 8 Set N := N ∪ {j}
The neighborhoods (N i ) i∈V
Relaxing Resource Feasibility
In this section, we present two new relaxations for the MTDP, the 2res and the 1res relaxation. The 2res relaxation relaxes the resource feasibility of a tour by omitting the resource T . As before, k is the path length, i the last visited node, and S the set of all visited nodes. We can use the same propagation criteria as in the exact DP (Step 4 of Algorithm 1), but the fathoming rules must be altered. The feasibility Rule 1 is not applicable because we do not keep track of the resource T , so that (2b) reduces to T
We can apply the same propagation criteria and fathoming rules as for the 2res relaxation.
Combined Relaxations
The 1res or 2res relaxations can be combined with the ng-tour or ngL-tour relaxations. We can use the propagation and dominance rules as in the ng-tour relaxation except for the feasibility criterion that is based on the resource T time i
. Instead, we forbid to propagate a combined label (k, i, S, T i ) (with Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of the relaxations, in which one relaxation stands below another if the latter is a proper relaxation of the first. 
Relaxation-based Bounding
In this section, we adapt the bounding procedure introduced by Christofides et al. (1981) for the MCTP, and later applied by Baldacci et al. (2011b) for the TSPTW. As shown in Proposition 1, the concatenationof a forward and a backward path, given by a forward and a backward label, can easily be checked regarding feasibility. The duration of the resulting tour can be computed in constant time.
Instead of concatenating two exact labels, we can concatenate an exact and a label from a relaxation or even two relaxed labels to obtain a non-necessarily feasible TSPTW tour. Let a forward label (k, i, S, T i ) be given. The set of backward labels at stage k = |V | − k, either exact or from a relaxation, is denoted by L bw k . The following lower bound on the tour duration of the concatenation is a direct consequence of Proposition 1:
Note that the part (i) of Proposition 1 provides the preconditions k + k = |V |, S ∩ S = {i}, and T i ≤ T i for forming a feasible TSPTW tour, while part (ii) identifies the term max{T
} providing the tour duration of the concatenation. The following modifications have to be made if the forward label (k, i, S, T i ) or the backward labels (k , i, S , T i ) result from a relaxation:
• ng, ngL: S and/or S have to be replaced by S ng and/or S ng .
• 2res: T i ≤ T i has to be replaced by (T
).
• 1res: T i ≤ T i has to be replaced by
and there is no second term in the maximum.
For combined relaxations (see Section 5.3), all of the associated modifications apply. Now we can define a bounding rule:
Rule 4. (Bounding) Let U B be an upper bound for the MTDP and lb dur (k, i, S, T i ) be defined as in equation (4). Any label (k, i, S, T i ) with lb dur (k, i, S, T i ) ≥ U B cannot lead to an improved solution and can be discarded.
The role of forward and backward labels can be swapped, i.e., a single backward label (k , i, S , T i ) is given and all compatible forward labels from a relaxation provide the lower bound lb dur (k , i, S , T i ). We leave the obvious formulation of the corresponding equation and bounding rule to the reader.
A final remark concerns Algorithm 2 for the dynamic neighborhood augmentation, i.e., for finding effective neighborhoods (N i ) i∈V for the ng-and ngL-tour relaxations. If we alternate between forward and backward DP, every time Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is executed, we can use the labels from the last iteration for bounding in the current iteration. Indeed, if the last iteration was a backward (forward) DP, its labels refer to a proper relaxation of the current forward (backward) DP. This trick drastically reduces the computation for the iterated solution of the DPs, see Section 7.
Improving Bounds
Also the penalty method was first applied by Christofides et al. (1981) for solving the MCTP and was later used by Baldacci et al. (2011b) for the TSPTW. Its purpose is to further improve lower bounds resulting from relaxations that relax elementarity. We will briefly point out specifics of the penalty method when applied to (combined) ng-tour or ngL-tour relaxation for the MTDP.
Let V = V \ {o, d} and H be the set of all tours generated by a given relaxation. By d k we denote the minimum duration of the tour k ∈ H and by δ ik the number of times an ng-tour k ∈ H visits node i ∈ V .
The penalty method uses penalties λ i associated with each node i ∈ V in order to modify the objective value of non-elementary tours. For ease of notation, we define λ o = λ d := 0 and Λ := i∈V λ i . The objective of the MTDP is tour duration minimization so that we modify the REFs f dur ij and f help ij by subtracting the penalty λ j . To be consistent, the resource windows defined by (1) need to be redefined as
The altered tour duration of any tour k ∈ H is then d k − i∈V δ ik λ i , which is a modification by Λ for all elementary tours. For a given penalty vector λ ∈ R |V | , the value lb(λ) := min
is a valid lower bound for the MTDP. The following Lagrangian dual problem can be solved to find a tight lower bound:
We use subgradient optimization and column generation to solve problem (LD): The standard subgradient algorithm, presented as Algorithm 5 in Section A.2 of the Appendix is run for max iter iterations.
The column-generation algorithm for the TSPTW was suggested by Baldacci et al. (2011b) . The linear relaxation of the master program is the following problem:
Problem (5) provides an identical bound as (LD) and can be solved by column generation (see Desaulniers et al., 2005; Lübbecke and Desrosiers, 2005 ) using a restricted master program (RMP), which is the restricted version of (5) containing only the tours found in the subgradient optimization and the tour producing the upper bound U B, see Section 4. Let λ i be the dual price of the constraints (5b) of the RMP and let λ d be the dual price to the convexity constraint (5c). Moreover, we define λ o := 0. The column-generation algorithm alternates between the LP re-optimization of the RMP and the column-generation pricing problem that adds additional variables (=columns) to the RMP. The pricing problem asks for a tour with negative reduced cost (=tour duration) d k − i∈V δ ik λ i . This requires the solution of the same (relaxed) DP as in the subgradient optimization, but with λ replaced by λ , and Λ replaced by Λ := i∈V λ i . The same bounding possibilities as discussed in Section 5.4 remain applicable. This includes the use of the lower bounds lb(k, i, S, T i ) (see equation (4)), to which Λ has to be added at the end. The only crucial point is that REFs and resource bounds need to be altered as described at the beginning of this section.
Computational Results
This section presents the computational results of the DP-based solution approaches for the MTDP. All computations were performed on a standard PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 at 3.4 GHz processor with 16 GB of main memory. Algorithms were coded in C++ and compiled in release mode with MSVisual Studio 2010. The callable library of CPLEX 12.5 was used to iteratively re-optimize the RMP in the column-generation algorithm of Section 7.4. We tested our algorithm on the instances of Potvin and Bengio (1996) , Gendreau et al. (1998) , Ohlmann and Thomas (2007) , and Ascheuer (1995) . The first three sets can be obtained from http://myweb.uiowa.edu/bthoa/TSPTWBenchmarkDataSets.htm. These three classes feature instances with x-y coordinates. Travel times are first computed as truncated integer Euclidean distances and then modified to satisfy the triangle inequality. The Potvin+Bengio benchmark set contains 30 instances with up to 46 nodes. The instances of the Gendreau benchmark consist of 120 instances divided in 24 subgroups of five instances each. The five instances within the same group have an identical number of nodes (between 21 and 101) and comparable time window widths (ranging from 100 to 200). Since the Gendreau instances have large variations in size, we divided them into two groups. Gendreau large includes 45 instances with more than 80 nodes, and Gendreau small the 75 smaller instances. The Ohlmann+Thomas 13 benchmark extend the Gendreau benchmark regarding an increasing number of nodes (between 150 or 200) and time windows widths (from 120 to 160). The Ascheuer benchmark set is available at http://ftp.zib.de/pub/mp-testdata/tsp/atsptw/index. html and consists of 50 asymmetric TSPTW instances with up to 233 nodes. Travel times are integer and satisfy the triangle inequality. As in Dash et al. (2012) , we divide this class into 32 easy instances and 18 hard instances.
Before we apply our DP algorithms, we preprocess the instances according to Section 3. Note that we set a d = 0 (earliest service at the destination) before preprocessing so that the tour duration can vary due to different arrival times at the destination. Furthermore, the Ascheuer instances are originally constrained by the origin time window 
Computation of Upper Bounds
Since local search times become longer with increasing values of k for the Balas-Simonetti neighborhoods N k BS , we iterate the local search in a variable neighborhood descent (VND) heuristic, where we use the values with k = 7, 9, 11, and 13. As an initial tour we use the known optimal solutions to the TSPTW or the MCTP, which can be obtained at http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/~manuel/tsptw-instances. Table 1 shows the aggregated results over each group of instances. The column improved reports the number of times the initial solution value has been improved, the column #OPT shows the number of times an optimal solution was computed (if an optimum is known). The maximum and average GAP is reported in the next two columns. The last three columns give the minimum, maximum, and average solution time.
The VND improves the objective value of the input tour for nearly all instances except for the benchmark by Ascheuer, in which the VND improves approximately half of the known solutions. Furthermore, for instances with a known optimal solution value (computed by us, see Section 7.4), the VND returns an optimal solution in approximately 80% of the cases. Note that the GAP is calculated only for those instances for which an optimal solution is known.
GAP [%]
Time 
Comparison of the Relaxations
Now we compare the different relaxations introduced in Section 5 regarding their computation times and lower bounds. In pre-tests we found that the ngL-tour relaxations almost always outperform the corresponding ng-tour relaxations. Therefore, we limit our study to the 2res, 1res, ngL, ngL.2res, and ngL.1res relaxations. Recall that the last three relaxations are parameterized with neighborhoods (N i ) i∈V and a sequence of nodes in precedence. For the comparison, we use a priori generated neighborhoods N i with the ∆ = 10 closest neighbors to node i. The next section analyzes the impact of varying sizes and generation methods of the neighborhoods. The node sequence in precedence is arbitrarily chosen as a longest path in the precedence graph.
We set a hard time limit of 600 seconds for the computation of the lower bound as well as for the computation of the exact DP. The relaxation uses a forward DP, while the exact DP is computed backwards so that the relaxation provides valid bounds according to (4). Table 2 shows the aggregated results for all relaxations and the different benchmark sets. Column #LB displays the number of times a lower bound is computed, i.e., the relaxation is solved within the time limit. The next columns show the average and maximum GAP between the computed lower bound and the best known solution, followed by the average and maximum time. Column #SOL gives the number of times the exact DP was solved, and the following two columns report the average and maximum time for this step. The last two columns show the overall solution time for each instance on average and the maximum. In order to provide a fair comparison, the maximum and average gaps and times are taken only over those instances for which bounds were computed by all relaxations. Similarly, the times for solving the exact DP and the total time include only those instances solved by all five variants. We briefly summarize the results: The 2res and 1res relaxations need much computation time and, therefore, they solve the fewest relaxations. If they are able to compute lower bounds, however, the exact DP is always solved. In comparison, these two relaxations are too slow and therefore not beneficial. The ngL.2res and ngL.1res relaxations are able to solve the relaxations on all problem instances and need comparably small time to terminate. When using the ngL-tour relaxation, its time is on average approximately 20 times higher compared to the ngL.2res and ngL.1res relaxations. Moreover, none of the three relaxations 2res, 1res, and ngL is able to compute a lower bound for the Ohlmann+Thomas instances. Consequently, rows for these relaxations are omitted in Table 2 .
Comparing ngL with ngL.2res, gaps are slightly in favor of the ngL-tour relaxation. However, the exact DP in combination with the ngL.2res relaxation is able to solve the largest number of instances to optimality, 126 out of 225, which is three more than with the ngL-tour relaxation. Also the overall computation times (relaxation plus exact DP) are in favor of the ngL.2res relaxation. Therefore, the ngL.2res relaxation seems to be the best compromise. 15
Comparison of ngL Neighborhood Sizes
Next, we analyze the impact of different neighborhoods (N i ) i∈V for the ngL.2res relaxations. Recall from Section 5.1 that the neighborhoods can either be generated a priori (static version) or be generated using Algorithm 2 (dynamic version). We compare the different maximal sizes of the neighborhoods given by ∆ = 8, 10, 12, and 14. Pre-tests have shown that smaller or larger sizes are not beneficial (in a stand-alone algorithm not using a penalty method) because either the lower bounds are to weak or the computation times are too large. As in the previous analysis, we set a hard time limit of 600 seconds for the computation of the relaxation as well as for the exact DP. ( Table 3 shows the aggregated results for the different parametrization. Herein, S denotes the static generation of the neighborhood and D the dynamic augmentation. The first column #LB denotes the number of times the respective relaxation was solved, followed by the number #SOL of times the exact DP was solved. The next columns report the average and maximal GAP, the average and maximum time to compute lower bounds and the average and maximum time to solve the exact DP. As before, to ensure a fair comparison, the average and maximum gaps refer to those instances that were solved by all methods. Similarly, the reported times for the exact DP refer to the instances solved to optimality by all variants.
Clearly, a larger ∆ requires more computation time for the relaxation leading to generally smaller gaps and, in turn, smaller times for the exact DP. The static neighborhood generation needs less time than the dynamic version because in the latter case more relaxed DPs have to be solved. On the other hand, the 16 dynamic neighborhood augmentation provides smaller gaps, more solutions and better solution times for the exact DP. For a few instances, the static approach solves the exact DP faster than the dynamic one. In these cases, the time windows impose a minimum for the lower bound of the MTDP. Since the dynamic neighborhood augmentation does not necessarily fill all neighborhoods (N i ) i∈V to the maximum size ∆ opposed to the static augmentation, the latter may provide better lower bounds.
Results of the Column-Generation Algorithm and Exact Dynamic Program
In this section, we report results of the column-generation algorithm (see Section 6) and the successive application of the exact DP. Recall that the column-generation method provides optimal penalties (λ * i ) i∈V . Both the lower bound LB and the solution help solving the exact DP faster: On the one hand, the solution of each pricing problem provides a lower bound LB for the MTDP, and this bound may suffice to close the gap to the upper bound computed with the VND (see Section 4). On the other hand, the solution itself, i.e., the labels produced by the ngL.2res relaxation can be exploited for bounding using the bounds (4). We describe the overall approach in Algorithm 3. Result: optimal MTDP tour P * with minimum tour duration U B
The results of the last two subsections suggest the ngL.2res relaxation to be used in the subgradient and the column-generation algorithms as well as the dynamic augmentation of the neighborhoods (Steps 4, 5, and 6). Pre-tests have shown that with small-sized neighborhoods N i a significantly higher number of column-generation iterations is possible. Herewith, lower bounds generally improve more due to good penalties compared to larger-sized neighborhoods. We have obtained the best results with a neighborhood size of ∆ 1 = 3 (Step 3). To improve the bounds of this relaxed DP, we augment the neighborhood dynamically (Algorithm 2 called in Step 6) after good penalties are found up to a neighborhood size of ∆ 2 = 14.
Furthermore, preliminary tests revealed that the running time of the exact DP is strongly impacted by the quality of the upper bound U B: A relatively weak upper bound causes that bounding procedures almost always to fail so that the DP algorithm will not terminate (or terminate with an 'out of memory' message) due to an enormous set of labels that has to be generated and stored. Therefore, it is computationally advantageous to try tentative upper bounds B whenever the gap U B − LB is relatively large. The loop (Steps 8-10), iteratively tries to increase the tentative upper bounds B, where the gap between B and LB never exceeds 1% (plus 1). When the exact DP is called with a tight upper bound, more labels can be bounded and the computation time is reduced. If a tentative bound is too small, the DP will fail in the sense that no ngL.2res tour is computed. In this case, however, one knows that the tentative upper bound is in fact a lower bound (Step 10). We set a hard time limit of one hour for the computation of the lower bounds by the column-generation algorithm as well as for the dynamic neighborhood augmentation and the computation of the exact DP.
For the ease of presentation, Algorithm 3 does not detail all possible termination points. Indeed, if any of the relaxed DPs terminates with a solution that is an elementary tour with a feasible schedule, this tour constitutes an optimal solution to the MTDP. Therefore, we perform this kind of check in Steps 4, 5, and 6. Moreover, if the rounded up value of any lower bound equals U B (computed by the subgradient or columngeneration algorithm or Algorithm 2), the tour that has produced U B is optimal. Hence, Algorithm 3 is stopped whenever this happens for a valid upper bound U B (not for tentative upper bounds B). Tables 4-6 show the results of Algorithm 3 aggregated over each instance group. Results for the Ohlmann+Thomas instances are left out, since Algorithm 3 did not solve additional instances compared to Section 7.3. In each table, n denotes the number of remaining instances to be solved. In turn, #SOL denotes the number of instances solved to optimality. The average and maximum gap as well as the average and maximum solution time are reported for each of the Steps 5, 6, and 9 of Algorithm 3. Table 4 shows the results of Algorithm 3 up to
Step 5. The column-generation penalty method is able to solve 108 of the 200 instances. Results for the remaining 92 instances are then presented in Table 5 , where additionally the dynamic neighborhood augmentation procedure (Algorithm 2) is applied making use of the best penalties (λ * i ) i∈V computed before. Another 25 instances are now solved so that for the remaining 67 instances the exact DP algorithm is invoked (Steps 8-10 ). The results of these final computations are summarized in Table 6 . Another 46 instances are solved by the exact DP. In summary, the overall algorithm is able to solve 179 out of 200 instances.
GAP [%]
Time We now highlight some of the results visible in the tables: For the column-generation algorithm, the average GAP over all instances is smaller than one percent and the average solution time is smaller than ten minutes. The neighborhood augmentation procedure further reduces the average GAP of the remaining instances by 0.4 percent. Notably, computation times of this step are generally smaller than those for the column-generation method. Recall that alternating between forward and backward DP using bounds from the preceding iteration is possible for the neighborhood augmentation, but not for the column-generation algorithm due to the iterative modification of penalties in this case.
Moreover, the computation times of the neighborhood augmentation algorithm strongly depend on the size of the instance: For the large instances from the Gendreau large group (comprising 81 and 101 nodes) much more computation time is needed than for the other groups. Finally, detailed results for every instance showing bounds, gaps, and computation times of the different solution procedures included in Algorithm 3 are listed in Section B of the Appendix. An interesting detail in these results is that for only three instances the solution time of the exact DP exceeds four minutes. We can conclude that either an instance can be solved fast by the exact DP, or the solution time may easily exceed one hour. During the time we designed the overall algorithm, we tested various other setups and parameters. Furthermore, we also did some longer computational tests. As a result, we were able to compute five more optimal solutions to the MTDP instances. The tables in Section B of the Appendix indicate these optimal solutions with the symbol †.
Conclusions
In this paper, we address the minimum tour duration problem (MTDP), which is a variant of the TSPTW with the objective of minimizing the time between the departure at the start and the arrival at the destination. The MTDP is a fundamental problem when routing vehicles whose movements are constrained by time windows.
We have presented algorithmic components for a DP-based approach tailored to the MTDP such as relaxed and exact forward and backward DPs, a VND, a dynamic ng neighborhood augmentation procedure, and a penalty method based on subgradient and column-generation algorithms. There exists a plethora of possible algorithmic designs to combine and parameterize these components. Our findings are the following:
First, for bounding purposes, a combined ngL.2res relaxation provides an excellent tradeoff between strength of the resulting bounds and the computational effort. While ngL-based relaxations gradually allow some non-elementary tours, the 2res relaxation disregards the time window constraints, but keeps the computation of the tour duration exact. No pure relaxation exclusively relaxing elementarity constraints or resource constraints was found competitive with ngL.2res.
Second, a penalty algorithm which penalizes those routes that are non-elementary (and therefore also not Hamiltonian) is often more effective than enlarging the ng neighborhoods which specify the actual ngL-tour relaxation. For this reason, we decided for our approach that the column-generation method precedes the neighborhood augmentation procedure.
Third, with optimized penalties and carefully dynamically augmented ng neighborhoods, excellent lower bounds on the MTDP can be achieved. Our computational analyses show that these lower bounds often suffice to either close the gap or to make the exact DP solution relatively easy.
Fourth, upper bounds produced with the Balas-Simonetti neighborhood-based VND are generally tight (below 1% on average). However, since the exact DP is very sensible regarding the quality of the presented upper bound, it seems computationally advantageous to provide very tight tentative upper bounds for the exact DP. In case that the bound was wrongly chosen, i.e., too small, a repeated solution of exact DPs with increased tight upper bounds is most of the time faster than solving a single exact DP with a low-quality upper bound.
Summarizing the presented computational results, the proposed DP-based approach can solve 90% of the instances with up to 125 nodes from the standard benchmark sets to proven optimality. Of course, time window constraints certainly have a significant impact on the practical hardness of an instance. Therefore, we cannot make this observation a general statement even if some benchmark instances have relative wide time windows. One must keep in mind that the TSPTW is already a (practically) very hard combinatorial problem. For example, the Ascheuer benchmark set contained several open instances for more than a decade before it was completely solved by the work of Baldacci et al. (2011b) . Due to the more involved REFs and resource constraints, the MTDP is certainly an even harder combinatorial problem. 19
B. Detailed Computational Results
This section reports, for all instances individually, the results produced with Algorithm 3. For each instance group a separate table is presented resulting in nine different tables (Tables 7-15 ). Herein, |V | denotes the number of nodes of the instance and UB BS the upper bound computed with the VND (see Section 4). These are followed by columns LB, GAP and computation Time for the column-generation algorithm (Step 5). The same information is shown for the dynamic augmentation of the neighborhoods (Step 6). The last two columns denote the computation time of the exact DP (Step 9) and the optimal solution value, if it is known. Otherwise, an interval [LB, U B] for the optimum is given. (Note that the lower bound LB shown for the open instances may differ from the lower bound resulting from the neighborhood augmentation, since the exact DP improves lower bounds every time Step 10 is reached.) The symbol ' †' indicates that an optimal solution was computed by another setup during pre-tests. An entry '−' in a column means that invoking this part of the algorithm was not necessary, while 'TL' denotes that the time limit of 3600 seconds in this part of the algorithm was reached. 
